Damon Devine
You See Me - Childish Gambino - Shot List
0:00 - 2:30
1. MS - Man dancing, really getting his groove on
2. OTS/Tracking - We follow the man walking down the sidewalk. We see a few attractive
asian women pass him
3. LS - A girl looking at what would be the man’s direction
4. MS - Another girl meets the mans gaze
5. OTS/Tracking - We continue to follow the man down the sidewalk and see yet more
attractive asian women
6. LS - Man singing on stage, crowd going wild
7. Insert shot - Negative review of man’s album scrolls slowly along the screen
8.

Insert shot - Review blurs out to have several pieces of text fly on the screen, more criticism

9. MS - Man in his house making it rain
10. CU - Man showing he has been a comedian
11. CU - Man showing he has been a writer
12. CU - Man showing he has been an actor
13. CU - Man showing he is a successful musician
14. Insert shot - Pixelated image of a woman’s face
15. MS - Man pulls the picture away from the screen and rips it in half
16. LS - Business men at a desk riled up typing furiously at computers
17. Insert shot - Some sort of news article, Headline: _____ is a menace

18. LS - Man enters an arcade bar
19. CU - Pan over arcade games Punch-out and Tron
20. MS - White girls walk up to the man
21. LS - He awkwardly walks away to the back of the bar to an asian woman
22. CU - The two start conversing and drinking
23. OTS/Tracking - The two leave the bar together
24. LS - The two are in bed together almost completely undressed
25. CU - Woman starts kissing the man passionately
26. MS - She stops and bends her head down towards his lap, leaving the frame
27. OTS/Tracking - We follow the man walking down the sidewalk. We see a few attractive
asian women pass him
28. LS - Man on stage singing, really getting in to the song, crowd going wild
29. OTS/Tracking - We continue to follow the man down the sidewalk and see yet more
attractive asian women
30. OTS - Pixelated image on the man’s phone
31. Insert shot - Same pixelated image being posted on Tumblr
32. LS - Man sitting on a throne with a cape and crown
33. MS - Man on the read carpet wearing a very nice suit
34. MS - Whip pan to a separate asian woman we haven’t seen before in a gorgeous mansion
texting
35. LS - Man back at his house, stacks of money fill up the screen
36. LS - Man at the recording studio producing a song

37. CU - Car radio with the man’s name showing
38. MS - People sitting on a bench with earbuds in, one show the other their phone
39. Insert shot - The phone is playing one of the man’s songs
40. OTS - Man is blogging on Tumblr
41. Insert shot - He is detailing a sexual encounter with a Latino woman who may or may not
have been 18
42. LS - Man on stage singing, really getting in to the song, crowd going wild
43. CU - A woman in the audience shoots the man a flirty look
44. OTS/Tracking - We follow the man walking down the sidewalk. We see a few attractive
asian women pass him

